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Mathematics For JEE (Main & Advanced), Geometry- Vol. 4John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The JEE (Main & Advanced) is one of the hardest exams to crack for

	students, for a very simple reason – concepts cannot be learned by rote,

	they have to be absorbed, and IIT believes in strong concepts. Each

	question in the JEE (Main & Advanced) entrance exam is meant to push

	the analytical ability of the student to...
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Calculus Know-It-ALL: Beginner to Advanced, and Everything in BetweenMcGraw-Hill, 2008
If you want to improve your understanding of calculus, then this book is for you. It can supplement standard texts at the high-school senior, trade-school, and college undergraduate levels. It can also serve as a self-teaching or home-schooling supplement. Prerequisites include intermediate algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. It will help if...
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Geometry of Hessian StructuresWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007
The book is a good, well-written overview of Hessian structures from the point of view of classical differential geometry. -- Mathematical Reviews    

       The geometry of Hessian structures is a fascinating emerging field of research connected with many important pure mathematical branches such as affine differential...
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Lingo in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
Once again, O'Reilly scores big with a comprehensive treatment of a programming language that doesn't spend much time teaching the fundamentals. Lingo in a Nutshell sets a benchmark for Lingo documentation that no other book or online resource meets.
 Lingo in a Nutshell has to do with behind-the-scenes aspects of Lingo,...
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An Introduction to Neural NetworksCRC Press, 1997
Covers: artificial neurons as models of their real counterparts; the geometry of network action in pattern space; gradient descent methods, including back-propagation; associative memory and Hopfield nets; and self-organization and feature maps.

This book grew out of a set of course notes for a neural networks module given as part of a...
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Mathematical Fallacies and ParadoxesDover Publications, 1997
Stimulating, thought-provoking analysis of a number of the most interesting intellectual inconsistencies in mathematics, physics and language. Delightful elucidations of methods for misunderstanding the real world of experiment (Aristotle™s Circle paradox), being led astray by algebra (De Morgan™s paradox) and other mind-benders. Some...
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Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science 2013: 38th International Symposium, MFCS 2013, Klosterneuburg, Austria, August 26-30, 2013, ProceedingsSpringer, 2013

	This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed conference proceedings of the 38th International Symposium on Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science, MFCS 2013, held in Klosterneuburg, Austria, in August 2013. The 67 revised full papers presented together with six invited talks were carefully selected from 191 submissions. Topics covered...
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The ApologyBloomsbury Reference, 2019

	
		From the bestselling author of The Vagina Monologues--a powerful, life-changing examination of abuse and atonement.

		

		“A triumph of artistry and empathy.” --Naomi Klein

		

		“A crucial step forward . . . This is an urgently needed book right now.” --Jane...
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Mathematical Olympiad ChallengesBirkhauser, 2008
This significantly revised and expanded second edition of "Mathematical Olympiad Challenges" is a rich collection of problems put together by two experienced and well-known professors and coaches of the U.S. International Mathematical Olympiad Team. Hundreds of beautiful, challenging, and instructive problems from algebra, geometry,...
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Introduction to Geometric ComputingSpringer, 2008
Although geometry has been a flourishing discipline for millennia, most of it has seen either no practical applications or only esoteric ones. Computing is quickly making much of geometry intriguing not only for philosophers and mathematicians, but also for scientists and engineers. What is the core set of topics that a practitioner needs to study...
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The Legacy of Albert Einstein: A Collection of Essays in Celebration of the Year of PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
"In this slender volume, about a dozen experts reflect succinctly on a variety of currently interesting topics, from black hole entropy in string theory to the challenge of dark energy. The book should interest primarily graduate students in physics and also some undergraduates ... is a fine reflection of the internationalism of modern science...
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Image and Geometry Processing for 3-D Cinematography (Geometry and Computing)Springer, 2010

	The book presents an overview of 3-D cinematography, the science and technology of generating 3-D models of dynamic scenes from multiple cameras at video frame rates. The book covers recent developments in computer vision and computer graphics that have made 3-D cinematography possible, and reviews the challenges and open issues that need to...
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